The small-cluster exact-diagonalizations are used to study the ground states of the Falicov-Kimball model extended by nonlocal Coulomb interactions (the nearest-neighbour interaction Unn and the correlated hopping t ). It is shown that the ground-state phase diagrams found for the conventional Falicov-Kimball model are strongly changed when the nonlocal interactions are added. This is illustrated for two selected values of the on-site Coulomb interaction (U ) that represent typical behaviours of the model in the intermediate and strong coupling limit. A number of remarkable results are found. (i) The phase separation takes place for a wide range of Unn and t in both interaction limits. (ii) New types of inhomogeneous charge ordering are observed for nonzero U nn and t . (iii) Depending on the values of U nn and t , the model is able to describe both the continuous as well as discontinuous changes of the f -electron occupation number.
Introduction
Since its introduction in 1969, the Falicov-Kimball model (FKM) has become an important standard model for the description of correlated fermions on a lattice. The model was originally proposed to describe the metal-insulator transitions in the rare-earth and transition-metal compounds [1] . Later it has been used to study such phenomena as alloy formation, mixed valence and electronic ferroelectricity [2] . Recent theoretical studies of the spinless version of FKM showed that although this model is relatively simple, it can yield the correct physics for describing the ground states of rare-earth and transition-metal compounds [2] . On the other hand, it should be noted that the conventional FKM neglects all nonlocal interactions and thus it is questionable whether above mentioned results persist also in more realistic situations when nonlocal interactions will be turned on. In this paper we examine effects of the nearest-neighbour Coulomb interaction U nn (287) between f and d electrons in a combination with correlated hopping term t , that are of the same order. The fundamental question that we would like to answer here is whether or not these nonlocal interactions can describe discontinuous valence transitions from an integer/intermediate valence state with n f > 0.5 to an intermediate valence state with n f < 0.5, as observed experimentally in some rare--earth compounds, e.g., SmS. Thus our starting Hamiltonian has the form 
where L is the number of lattice sites (in this paper we consider the half-filled band case n f + n d = 1). Finally, the last term is just the nonlocal Coulomb interaction between d electron on site i and f electrons on the nearest neighbour sites (the similar subject, the influence of nonlocal f −f interaction on the ground states of the FKM has been studied in [4] ). Since the f -electron density operator f + i f i commutes with the Hamiltonian, f + i f i can be replaced by the classical variable w i = 0, 1 and then the exact-diagonalization technique, or well--controlled numerical method [5] can be used directly to study the ground states of the Hamiltonian.
Results and discussion
To study the influence of U nn and t on the ground-state properties of the FKM in 1D we have performed an exhaustive numerical study of the model for U = 2 and U = 8 and for a wide range of U nn as well as t on different clusters up to L = 24. Since both nonlocal interaction terms are of the same order, we consider here only the case U nn = t . To separate contributions from U nn and t , we have started our study with the case t = 0. The obtained phase diagrams in n f −u nn plane (u nn = U nn /U ) are displayed in Fig. 1 .
Our results clearly demonstrate that already relatively small changes of u nn can produce large changes in the ground-state f -electron distributions. Indeed, for U large we have found that already values of U nn around 60 times smaller than U (u c nn = 0.015) are able to destroy fully the most homogeneous (w MH ) distributions of f electrons (that are the ground states of the conventional FKM in the strong coupling limit for all n f ). It is interesting that only two configuration types are stabilised above u c nn . The first configuration type (w h ) is formed by the homogeneous distribution of 1100 and 10 clusters (e.g., 110010011001001100100100 for N f = 10, 110011001100110011001100 for N f = 12). The second type of configurations determined in the phase diagram (for U = 8) are the segregated (w s ) configurations (all f electrons clump together), that are preferred as a ground state for all n f started at u nn = 0.016. The same behaviour, and namely, by u nn induced transitions from regular to phase segregated distributions, holds also for smaller values of U (U = 2). In this region the ground-state phase diagram is formed by the w MH configurations (·), the w s configurations (•), the weakly perturbed segregated (w Ps ) configurations ( ) (e.g., 111100000010000000000000, 111111110010010000000000) and w h distributions (+).
Let us now examine the case when both u nn and t are switched on. In Fig. 1 we present the ground-state phase diagrams obtained for U = 8 and U = 2. One can see that the strong coupling phase diagram (U = 8) is practically identical to the case of t = 0. For both cases the basic structure of the phase diagrams is formed by two configuration types (w MH and w s ) and only one difference is that the stability region of w s configurations shifts to lower values of u nn . Qualitatively the same picture is observed also for smaller values of U (U = 2). Again the segregated region is stabilised for nonzero values of correlated hopping, and in addition the stability region of w h configurations considerably increases. Having the complete set of ground-state configurations we tried to construct the comprehensive picture of valence transitions within the FKM extended by nonlocal interactions. Since relatively large finite-size effects have been observed on clusters up to L = 24 sites, we have used a well-controlled numerical method to construct the n f (E f ) behaviour. Representative examples of n f (E f ) behaviour obtained for various combinations of u nn and t are shown in Fig. 2 . For zero values of u nn and t the valence transition has the typical staircase structure (the conventional FKM). By switching on u nn and t it is possible to induce the continuous valence transition (u nn = 0), or a sequence of several discontinuous and continuous transitions (t = 0). From the theoretical and experimental point of view the most interesting valence changes are induced when both u nn and t are switched on simultaneously. In this case there is only one discontinuous valence transition from an integer valence state n f = 1 to an intermediate valence state n f < 0.5 and above the transition point the occupation number n f changes continuously.
This picture is in a nice correspondence with experimental data obtained for the mixed valence compound SmS [6] . Thus we can conclude that nonlocal interactions (u nn and t ) play the crucial role in description of the ground-state properties of the spinless FKM and they should not be neglected in the correct description of real materials with correlated electrons.
